INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

Several influenza A virus (IAV) subtypes and strains co-circulate worldwide in diverse hosts, a subset of which causes seasonal epidemics every year in humans. Constant evolution of these heterogeneous viral populations is driven by small, single-point mutation changes or by the result of reassortment within the same host due to co-infection events ([@R38]). These evolutionary events can lead to the emergence of new strains with pandemic potential in humans. Thus, developing ways to efficiently and accurately detect viral genotypic changes and predict fitness-based phenotypic outcomes within a viral population is imperative for predicting future pandemics. Influenza viruses are part of the negative single-stranded RNA family *Orthomyxoviridae*, with an approximately 13-kb-long segmented genome ([@R33]). Segment 8 (NS) is the smallest and encodes for the nonstructural protein NS1, as well as for the NEP protein generated through an alternative splicing event. NS1 is a significant contributor to the pathogenic potential of IAVs and has become an important research topic in influenza research, because it displays multiple mechanisms to antagonize the interferon (IFN)-mediated host antiviral response, some of which are viral strain and host species specific ([@R10]; [@R11]; [@R18]). NS1 is expressed in the nucleus and in the cytoplasm of infected cells, interacting functionally with different cellular factors. For instance, the N-terminal RNA binding domain of NS1 binds to double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) molecules, thus blocking the activation of the antiviral enzyme OAS ([@R27]). NS1 also binds and sequesters dsRNA from activating RIG-I Like Receptors (RLRs), Protein Kinase R (PKR), and MDA5, which are triggers of the host innate immune response ([@R2]; [@R14]; [@R22]). In addition, RIG-I and PKR are specifically inhibited by NS1 through direct binding to these proteins or to proteins involved in their activation ([@R3]; [@R12]; [@R21]). NS1 also blocks mRNA maturation and export from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, thus inhibiting cellular gene expression ([@R30]; [@R35]). Other host factors interacting with NS1 have been described, resulting in the regulation of multiple host pathways related to innate immunity, cell death, transcription, and mRNA processing ([@R1]). Interestingly, due to potential redundancy among the different NS1-mediated effects, several influenza strains contain NS1 phenotypes that do not possess all functions described to date ([@R13]). Furthermore, some host proteins that interact with NS1 do not share identical sequences across species. This opens the possibility for differences in virus-host protein interactions according to the viral strain origin of the NS1 and the host species origin of the cellular factor. Such differences are likely to favor or to restrict the preferred host for viral replication.

Based on amino acid homology, NS segments can be classified into two distinct gene pools: allele A and allele B ([@R23]). The allele A group includes NS variants from both avian and mammal origins, whereas the allele B group mainly contains avian-origin strains that have been recently reported to be also capable of supporting infection in mammalian hosts ([@R39]). Sequence identity within each group is typically above 90%, but it is only around 60% between both alleles ([@R28]; [@R42]). In this study, we have selected 48 allele A and 9 allele B NS1 phenotypes representing the sequence space of the NS1 present in IAV sequence databases and compared the ability of each NS1 to contribute to the replication of IAVs in multiple host substrates.

RESULTS {#S2}
=======

Current findings of NS1 and its role in viral replication have been studied in the context of single viral infections. Given that influenza virus strains are continuously co-circulating and evolving through selective pressure, studying the spatio-temporal evolution of NS1 in a wider context may provide insights in its contributions to IAV replication and tropism. To address this, we used the influenza H1N1 (A/Puerto Rico/8/1934) virus background to generate a library of recombinant IAVs expressing a selection of NS1 proteins within a modified NS segment. This strategy allows us to determine the abundance of each virus within the library through a barcode-based next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology ([@R40]). The splicing mechanism of the NS segment was altered to separate both NS1 and NEP open reading frames (ORFs), allowing changes in the NS1 sequence without affecting the NEP sequence. In addition, we inserted a genetically neutral 22-nucleotide barcode in the non-coding region between the NS1 and the NEP ORFs ([Figure S1A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This strategy enables us to track individual viral fitness within the library based on the relative number of barcode reads after replication in different hosts.

After confirming that expression of the modified NS segment did not significantly affect viral replication ([Figure S1B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we validated our approach to study NS1-mediated fitness in multiple hosts using a mixture of 4 recombinant IAVs containing the following NS1 sequences: A/Shanghai/02/2013 from an avian H7N9 strain, A/Udorn/1972 from a human H3N2 strain, A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 (PR8) from a human mouse-adapted H1N1 strain, and the loss-of-function mutant PR8-R38A/K41A, which is unable to bind to dsRNA ([@R6]; [@R37]). Several models of influenza virus infection---Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells, embryonated chicken eggs, and 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice---were infected with a mix containing either 50 or 100 plaque-forming units (PFUs) per virus. Total barcode reads per virus were normalized to the initial proportion present on the viral mix before infection (input) after 48 h of replication and plotted in viral progression diagrams ([Figure S1C](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As anticipated, barcode reads of PR8-R38A/K41A NS1 severely decreased compared with input. This was also the case for the NS1 of A/Udorn/1972, although to a lesser extent. However, levels of wild-type (WT) PR8 notably increased, followed by A/Shanghai/02/2013. These results support our barcode-based strategy as a tool to study individual viral fitness within a library of IAVs only differing in their NS1 sequences. Because generally similar profiles were obtained between replicates at both concentrations tested in all three infection models, a dose of 100 PFU/virus was selected for further experiments with our full library of recombinant IAVs.

We next selected various NS1 variants from fully sequenced IAV strains based on their relative phylogenetic distance, their host, and their year of isolation. To maximize functional representation, we also took into consideration the inclusion of NS1 sequences with different structural and functional sequence feature variant types (SFVTs) ([@R32]). [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} contains our final selection of 56 NS1 sequences from different strains, hosts, countries, and years. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the position of our selected NS1 sequences within a global NS1 phylogenetic tree. Their widespread distribution among different clades confirms that our curated viral library is representative of the NS1 sequence space in circulating IAVs from 1954 to 2013. The selected NS1 sequences were assembled into split NS segments and assigned to unique barcode sequences. Recombinant viruses were rescued by reverse genetics in an influenza A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 virus background ([@R8]; [@R31]). While each virus contained a unique NS1 sequence, the rest of the viral genome remained constant within the library.

Importantly, each NS1 sequence in our final virus library was represented by two recombinant viruses, each with a unique barcode. This was implemented as an internal control of variability, because viruses that carry the same NS1 but have different barcodes should behave similarly within the library. Moreover, this duplication approach is used to account for possible differences in amplification due to the different nucleotide composition among the barcode sequences. Recombinant viruses were individually rescued, grown in MDCK cells, titrated, and fully sequenced to confirm that no additional changes were generated during the rescue and that our virus stocks were generally free of defective interfering RNAs. Finally, all individual viruses were mixed in a common library preparation using identical numbers of infectious units. Then, MDCK cells, embryonated chicken eggs, and mice were infected with the library, and 48 h later, barcode abundance for each virus was analyzed and normalized to the original library (input) ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Viruses containing phylogenetically related NS1 behaved similarly in all three hosts tested, and no major differences were found in barcode abundance among duplicated NS1 viruses. However, overall fitness diversity was observed due to the NS1 species-specific tropism within the library ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For example, avian H5N1 NS1-containing viruses replicated poorly in mouse lungs compared with MDCK supernatants and egg allantoic fluid. In contrast, viruses carrying human H3N2 NS1 were underrepresented in all three models tested, suggesting poor adaptation to canine, chicken, and murine hosts. Conversely, viruses containing mammalian non-human NS1 (H3N8) were overrepresented in MDCK supernatants and in chicken allantoic fluid. Interestingly, the group of viruses containing NS1 from the allele B clade were ubiquitously overrepresented in all models tested. This is consistent with recent studies suggesting that allele B NS1-containing viruses do not exhibit specific host restrictions or attenuation in replication or in pathogenicity ([@R39]). Finally, we tested the reproducibility of our library system approach both *in vivo* and *in vitro*. To this end, two independent library preparations were compared in infection experiments of murine lungs ([Data S1a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and of MDCK cells ([Data S1b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), showing high correlation profiles at 48 h post-infection ([Data S1c](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We next wanted to explore in more detail the relationship between differences in NS1 amino acid sequence versus differences in barcode read abundance among all viruses. For this purpose, we conducted a multiple comparison between differences in NS1 amino acid sequence and differences in fitness between all viruses within the library as described in [STAR Methods](#S4){ref-type="sec"}. Network analysis in murine lungs ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), MDCK cells ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and embryonated eggs ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) revealed clusters of viruses that shared similar fitness profiles but were significantly different in terms of amino acid sequence. This may indicate a converging evolution for some NS1 gene subsets for host-specific factors. Altogether, we conclude that our barcode-based NGS technique can be efficiently used to track fitness of individual viruses in different hosts within the NS1 viral library population and revealed a large diversity of NS1-driven phenotypic behaviors in multiple host substrates, with evidence for both convergent and divergent evolutions within the NS1 sequence space.

We also analyzed the recombinant library profile using human lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells ([Figure S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although profile comparison between MDCK and A549 cells displayed differences among several clades of the phylogenetic tree, viruses expressing allele B NS1 were overrepresented within the viral population. Viruses containing H5N1 NS1 sequences were more adapted to MDCK cells than to human A549 cells, while viruses containing NS1 derived from equine and canine hosts were overrepresented after passaging in both cell lines. Despite possible cell line-intrinsic differences, only human A549 cells provided a replicative substrate in which human H3N2 NS1 did not became underrepresented, suggesting that human H3N2 NS1 has become specifically adapted to human cells. This was not the case for human H1N1 NS1.

We next wanted to validate whether the viral library profile dynamics can be reproduced in single-virus experiments using a selection of three viruses within the library with different barcode abundance profiles in all hosts tested ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). 10-day-old embryonated chicken eggs ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), MDCK cells ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) were inoculated with 100 PFU of A/Moscow/2/2007, A/Tasmania/277/2007, or A/Udorn/1972 recombinant viruses, and viral replication was analyzed, as well as body weight loss *in vivo* ([Figure 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). No statistical differences were found in the replication kinetics of the three viruses in eggs and in MDCK cells. A possible reason for the lack of differences in viral titers between these viruses at later time points in these substrates is that they might provide an unlimited resource of replication that only becomes limited when these viruses are put in competition. However, levels of viral replication in mouse lungs were consistent with the data obtained in the context of the library, and this correlated with significant differences in morbidity and mortality among the three viruses tested.

The NS1 protein interacts not only with a multitude of host cell factors but also with other viral proteins to regulate viral gene expression ([@R24]). To address whether the interactions between our NS1 proteins and other viral proteins of the H1N1 background are contributing to the observed changes within the library, we measured viral replication using recombinant viruses expressing A/Moscow/2/2007, A/Tasmania/277/2007, or A/Udorn/1972 NS1 proteins but in an A/Vietnam/1203/04 (H5N1) HALo background, both *in vitro* and *in vivo* ([Figure S3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). H5N1 viruses are phylogenetically farther from H1N1 when compared with H3N2 viruses. Thus, if any viral segment other than NS is involved in the phenotypic changes observed, they would become more evident by using an H5N1 viral background. While differences in replication among the three viruses in eggs and in MDCK cells were more apparent than when the PR8 background was used, these differences were consistent with the differences observed in barcode abundance for these NS1 genes when in the PR8 library ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the host, not the viral strain background, is the major driver for the fitness differences observed within the library.

Next, we analyzed the multiple NS1 evolutionary directions based on their host-specific fitness within the viral library. To this end, we generated an identity matrix based on amino acid sequence differences and analyzed the log~2~ induction over the input at 48 h post-infection for each virus. Data were plotted as three-dimensional (3D) landscapes to visualize the distribution of specific viral groups and their contribution to the overall fitness profile ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). While allele B NS1-containing viruses shared similar high viral fitness profiles in murine lungs ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), MDCK cells ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and allantoic fluid ([Figure 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), allele A H3N2 NS1-expressing viruses showed poor fitness in all three host models tested. However, the distribution of some avian allele A viruses was different among mice ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), MDCK cells ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and allantoic fluid ([Figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Among them, recombinant viruses containing H7N9 (A/Shanghai/02/2013) and H9N2 (A/Chicken/Rizhao/2013) NS1 showed increased viral fitness in mouse lungs. Intriguingly, multiple H7N9 human infections have been reported in China since 2013, with more than 1,560 reported human infections as of December 2017 ([@R36]). Moreover, it has been recently described that H9N2 viruses can be involved in spillover events leading to human infections ([@R41]).

To address whether the interferon (IFN) response plays a role in the NS1-dependent fitness profile, *Stat1*^−/−^ mice, which are deficient in IFN signaling, or wild-type (WT) mice ([@R7]) were challenged with the viral library. Replication in lungs, body weight loss, and survival data confirmed increased morbidity and mortality in *Stat1*^−/−^ animals infected with the whole virus library ([Figure S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As expected, differences within the viral library were less prominent in infected *Stat1*^−/−^ animals when compared with WT, because several viruses replicated more efficiently in IFN-deficient conditions ([Figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [S5A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Such is the case of the recombinant allele B NS1 viruses, for which enrichment was lost in the absence of STAT1, despite still exhibiting increased viral fitness compared with the rest of the library. Viruses containing NS1 sequences from H7N9, H9N2, and H10N4 strains also showed increased fitness levels in *Stat1*^−/−^ mice when compared with their WT counterparts. Thus, we concluded that differences in fitness within these viruses resulted from their NS1-dependent ability to counteract the IFN-mediated antiviral response in WT mice. However, many other viruses in the library, including those with human H3N2 NS1 sequences, were still underrepresented after replication in *Stat1*^−/−^ mice, indicating an NS1-regulated host factor independent of IFN restricts the fitness of these viruses in murine lungs.

In contrast to the results in *Stat1*^−/−^ mice, the behavior for the individual viruses did not change when the library of viruses was used to infect *Rag1*^−/−^ mice, which lack a functional adaptive immune response ([Figures S5B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In summary, we conclude that NS1-mediated fitness is largely defined by the early events of the cellular innate immune system.

Finally, we analyzed the temporal fitness dynamics of the viral library in WT mice ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Viruses were sorted into different groups following a medoid-based clustering analysis according to their viral fitness properties over time ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; [Data S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Viruses that were phylogenetically related shared similar fitness trends. This is exemplified by cluster 4, mainly composed of human H3N2 NS1-containing recombinant viruses, which displayed a decreasing trend from day 2 to day 5 post-infection because of their inability to establish robust levels of viral replication *in vivo* ([Data S2d](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cluster 6 contained a heterogenous group of NS1 recombinant viruses ([Data S2f](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In particular, avian-origin NS1 strains like A/Shanghai/02/2013 (H7N9) and the phylogenetically related A/Chicken/Rizhao/2013 (H9N2), A/Shorebird/DEBay/2009 (H10N7), and A/Mallard/RGeorgia/2011 (H10N4) were phenotypically grouped with all pH1N1 NS1 recombinant viruses included in the library. Despite their phylogenetic differences, all viruses within this cluster shared similar dynamics over time, with increasing overall fitness from day 2 to day 5 post-infection. Finally, allele B NS1-containing viruses were distributed in different clusters, mainly clusters 3 and 7 ([Data S2c](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2g](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These clusters represent a high and stable fitness profile at all post-infection times tested.

This clustering analysis allowed us to study the combination of viral trends and fitness profiles within the library over time and revealed that the fittest viruses followed two significantly different profiles ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). While allele B NS1-containing viruses displayed early replication kinetics that were sustained during the time of the experiment, the best adapted viruses containing allele A NS1 (A/Shanghai/02/2013 and A/Chicken/Rizhao/2013) initially exhibited lower levels of fitness followed by a rapid increase in abundance after day 3 post-infection, reaching comparable levels to the allele B counterparts at day 5 post-infection. We propose that this group of NS1, which includes those of some H7N9 viruses, confers enhanced fitness abilities under high inflammatory conditions that in mice start after day 3 post-infection ([@R15]).

DISCUSSION {#S3}
==========

Overall, we have used an unbiased system to assess the influenza NS1-mediated tropism in the context of a heterogeneous viral population. Our approach takes advantage of the defined sequence space within naturally occurring IAV strains. Using a library of IAVs containing different NS1 representatives of the known NS1 genotypic variation, we found multiple evolutionary lines for this viral protein, leading to a great variety of host tropism phenotypes. We found phenotypic differences between NS1 phenotypes that were evolutionary related, such as the ones of human H3N2 viruses and old seasonal H1N1 viruses. This is unexpected, because H3N2 and H1N1 NS1 share a common H1N1 ancestor (the NS1 of the 1918 IAV) and both have been circulating in humans for decades without reasserting since 1958 ([@R26]). The different phenotypes of these two groups of human NS1 sequences are reminiscent of speciation of one species into two when separated by geographical constraints and highlight the constant evolution of NS1.

We also found that sustained circulation of NS1 in a particular host may or may not result in specialization. Such is the case of viruses containing H3N2 NS1, which showed preference to human hosts. In contrast, we found that viruses with avian-origin allele B NS1 were not restricted to a particular host, because they had efficient replication profiles in all systems tested. While it has previously been shown that allele B-derived segments efficiently replicated in mammalian hosts despite their avian origin ([@R39]), the specific contributions of NS1 and NEP were not explored. In our current study, we addressed the replication abilities of a curated selection of NS1 proteins in a NEP-independent manner because of our split NS construct strategy. We can conclude that allele B NS1 is able to provide efficient replication fitness in a range of hosts.

In our study, we cannot distinguish between fitness effects due to the species origin and those due to the substrate origin of the virus growth substrates. In other words, while differences in viral fitness between MDCK and A549 cells are likely related to their species of origin (canine versus human), they might also be influenced by the tissue origin (MDCK cells are kidney cells, and A549 are respiratory epithelial cells) or even by the passage history of the cell line. Nevertheless, differences between these substrates reflect a differential impact of host factors and tissue environment in NS1-mediated fitness.

Thus, we propose that differences in tropism among the IAV NS1 genes result from adaptations to specific host factors among the large variety of known NS1 interactors. For instance, NS1 proteins that interact with highly conserved host proteins to enhance viral replication might display a broad host tropism. Such is the case of the host polyadenylation factor CPSF30, which is one of the known host targets interacting with NS1 ([@R30]). In contrast, NS1 variants that do not interact with CPSF30, like the 2009 pandemic H1N1 virus, may have adapted to inhibit other host factors with high sequence diversity among the host species, like TRIM25. This would result in host specialization of this subgroup of NS1. Nevertheless, focusing on a particular domain or specific amino acid changes within the NS1 sequence may not be the right approach to understand the virus-host interactions and the mechanisms behind the multiple phenotypes observed in our library experiments. We found evidence of such complexity in our results with a subset of NS1 that confers increased fitness under high pro-inflammatory conditions *in vivo*, as well as fitness differences in a type I IFN-dependent manner. Our future work will rely on multiscale, high-throughput studies that will explore protein-protein interactions between NS1 and cellular host factors. This will provide further insights into how the virus modulates the antiviral response and how it evolves through this dynamic selective pressure.

In summary, our barcoded library approach can aid in the identification of IAV strains with increased host tropism and thus higher pandemic risk potential. Our system can be applied to viruses with high sequence diversity besides IAVs, facilitating analysis of specific viral genes and their contribution to the overall viral fitness in different hosts and/or cell types.

STAR★METHODS {#S4}
============

LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY {#S5}
---------------------------------------

Further information and requests for reagents may be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Adolfo García-Sastre (<adolfo.garcia-sastre@mssm.edu>). All stable reagents generated in this study are available from the Lead Contact with a completed Materials Transfer Agreement.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS {#S6}
--------------------------------------

### Cell lines {#S7}

The female origin HEK293T, male origin A549 and female origin MDCK cell lines were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) Manassas, VA) and cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), 100 IU/ml Penicillin, 100 μg/ml Streptomycin and 0.25 μg/ml Amphotericin B (Corning Antibiotic-Antimycotic Solution) (CORNING, Corning, NY), at 37°C in a 5% CO~2~ incubator.

### Mouse lines {#S8}

The mouse line *B6.129S7-Rag1*^*tm1Mom*^/J (referred to as *Rag1*^−*/*−^) and control animals of the C57BL/6J strain were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). The mouse line 129S6/SvEv-*Stat1*^*tm1Rds*^ (referred to as *Stat1*^−*/*−^*)* and control animals of the 129S6/SvEvTac strain (referred as 129S6) were obtained from Taconic (Rensselaer, NY). For all animal experiments, 6-to 8-week-old female mice were randomly assigned to experimental groups and housed under Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) conditions. All animal studies were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, in accordance with the institutional and national guidelines and regulations and performed in Association for the Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC)-certified facilities.

### Chicken embryonated eggs {#S9}

10-day-old specific-pathogen-free (SPF) chicken embryonated eggs were obtained from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA) and incubated at 37°C and 55%--60% humidity conditions.

METHOD DETAILS {#S10}
--------------

### Selection of NS1 sequences to include in the library {#S11}

NS1 sequences from different virus isolates were selected from the Influenza Research Database (IRD) based on different structural and functional Sequence Feature Variant Types (SFVT) ([@R32]). To obtain a robust diversity within the different NS1 variants, two different strains were selected for each sequence feature (SF): the first included in variant 1 (VT1), that uses A/Udorn/1972 as strain reference, and the second one corresponded to a different VT containing a relevant number of amino acid variation for that specific SF. The strain selection was refined after multiple alignments, discarding NS1 sequences that were identical and only considering the strains whose genome was fully sequenced and represented multiple times in the database. In addition, other parameters, such as the country of origin, host and year were also considered. Following this approach, a list of the most representative NS1 was created. As an internal control, each NS1 recombinant virus was rescued in duplicates and associated to a different and unique 22-nucleotide barcode. Barcodes were designed using a specific software (Barcode generator) and they were all GC content matched as previously reported ([@R40]). A total of 107 viruses out of 112 were rescued, plaque purified, titered and combined in equal amounts (100 pfu per virus) to constitute the final library ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Only few NS1 recombinant viruses were more difficult to rescue, thus resulting in \~4% of viruses in the library that are not paired to a second barcode. This was likely due to variable rescue efficiencies when different plasmid preparations were used. Nevertheless, these few viruses represented by a single barcode were included as part of the final library since no major differences in barcode relative abundance were detected between viral pairs containing different barcodes. Viruses represented only with a single barcode are A/Auckland/599/2000, A/Malaysia/1954, A/Hong Kong/97/98, A/Mallard/Nova Scotia/00088/2010 and A/Mallard/Sweden/79367/2008. Barcode read ratios obtained for each recombinant virus within the original library mix (input) were close to 1:1:1, thus minimizing any amplification bias within the library construction. A small library containing 4 recombinant viruses (A/Shanghai/02/2013, A/Udorn/1972, A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 and A/Puerto Rico/8/1934-R38A/K41A) was used as a proof of principle to our strategy ([Figure S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), before assembling the final viral library.

#### Plasmid-based viral rescue and propagation {#S12}

A modified NS segment that introduces a non-coding region between NS1 and NEP was used as previously described ([@R40]). Each NS segment was individually designed with a unique 22-nucleotide neutral barcode, inserted in the non-coding region between NS1 and NEP. This labeling strategy allows to individually track and quantify each NS segment in the Illumina Deep Sequencing platform. A total of 56 NS1 sequences were selected for the final library. As an internal control, two different barcodes were generally used per each NS1 sequence. NS1 sequences were synthesized using the GeneArt Strings DNA fragments platform (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and cloned into EcoRI and NheI sites into the pDZ vector. Standard reverse genetics were used to rescue each individual virus in a A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 (PR8) backbone, as previously described ([@R8]). Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used to transfect a co-culture of HEK293T and MDCK cells with seven ambisense pDZ plasmids in combination with the pDZ NS1 split barcoded plasmid specific for each IAV, and incubated for 72 hours at 37°C in a 5% CO~2~ incubator. Additionally, plasmid-based rescue system for recombinant viruses in the A/Vietnam/1203/04/H5N1 (HALo) backbone followed a slightly different strategy, using 8 pPolI plasmids encoding the viral RNAs and 4 pCAGGS expression plasmids encoding the viral proteins PB1, PB2, PA and NP. Cell culture supernatants containing influenza virions were collected. Final stocks of each recombinant virus were achieved after plaque purification and infecting fresh MDCK cells (80% confluence) with a 1:100 dilution of the purified plaque and incubated at 37°C for 48 hours in Minimum Essential Medium Eagle (MEM) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) supplemented with 1μg/ml of TPCK trypsin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Viral titers were determined by plaque assay and by hemagglutination assays using a suspension of 5% turkey red blood cells in PBS. Absence of defective interfering particles was confirmed by comparing hemagglutination activity versus viral titers.

### IAV infections {#S13}

Viral infections were performed either at a specific multiplicity of infection (MOI) or by combining 100 pfu per virus when using the viral library. Cell lines were infected with the viral inoculum in PBS supplemented with 0.3% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) (Gemini, West Sacramento, CA) in triplicates. After one hour of incubation at room temperature, cells were washed with DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS to remove the unbound virus. Cells were incubated in MEM supplemented with 0.3% BSA and either with 0.2 μg/ml (A549 cells) or 1 μg/ml (MDCK cells) of TPCK-trypsin at 37°C in a 5% CO~2~ incubator. When indicated, cell culture supernatants were sampled at different time points to assess viral replication by standard plaque assay technique using MDCK cells. 10-day-old embryonated eggs were infected with 100 μl of viral library in PBS in triplicates. 48 hours later, allantoic fluid was harvested for downstream processing. Infection experiments in all mouse models tested were done in triplicate by inoculating each animal intranasally with 25 μl of PBS containing either the viral library or individual recombinant viruses. Animals were monitored daily for weight loss and clinical signs of disease. At the indicated times post infection, animals were euthanized and lung tissue was collected in 1 mL of PBS. Samples were homogenized using sterile ceramic beads after two rounds of mechanical treatment of 10 s at 6.5 m/s. Tissue debris was removed by three rounds of low-speed centrifugations and viral titers in the supernatants were determined by plaque assay in triplicates. Samples were further processed by NGS techniques to measure relative viral barcode abundance.

### Deep sequencing and data processing of the NS1 recombinant library {#S14}

Viral RNA extraction from supernatants of infected MDCK or A549 cells, allantoic fluid and mouse lungs was performed using the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA), following manufacturer's instructions. In order to monitor viral populations, Superscript III One step RT-PCR (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used with specific primers to amplify the whole NS segment. This was followed by a nested PCR strategy to amplify the region surrounding the barcode sequence (\~300 bp), using specific primers that contained barcoded Illumina linkers. This step was performed using a low cycle count to reduce possible nucleotide mismatches during the amplification process. Up to twenty samples were multiplexed per run and then analyzed on the Illumina MiSeq sequencing platform. Barcoded reads were obtained and analyzed with a custom-specific software consisting of R-written scripts and run on Mount Sinai's high-performance computing cluster following the parameters previously described ([@R40]). Over time propagation of viral populations was visualized using MATLAB and/or Prism 8 software. Additionally, all NS1 recombinant viruses in the library were full genome deep-sequenced. For that, previously extracted viral RNA were heat fragmented followed by first and second strand cDNA synthesis using the Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Then, the 3′ end of each sample was repaired and further ligated with adapters for multiplex purposes. Samples were enriched by PCR and bands with fragment size between 200 bp and 400 bp were cut and purified from an agarose gel for further processing. Finally, DNA amount for each sample was quantified by RT-PCR and viral samples were combined, denatured, mixed with the internal control PhiX and loaded into the Illumina cartridge for sequencing. Circular plots were built using Circos software ([@R19]).

#### NS1 tridimensional landscapes {#S15}

Three dimensional landscapes were generated in a similar manner as in a previous publication ([@R29]). To generate the horizontal plane for the 3D landscapes, amino acid sequences of all NS1 proteins were aligned with the Clustal Omega Multiple Sequence Alignment tool and a Percent Identity Matrix was generated. The distances were calculated by multi-dimensional scaling based on the percent amino acid sequence difference ([@R5]; [@R16]). The *x* and *y* coordinates therefore represent the relative distance between NS1 proteins based on percent amino acid difference. The z axis indicates the relative up- or downregulation on a log~2~ scale. The NS1 sequences were separated into two groups (alleles A and B) for presentation. The scales of all axes are consistent between the graphs. The surfaces were approximated from the log~2~ upregulation or downregulation data for all NS1 proteins using multilevel B-splines. The ***mba.surf*** function implemented in the Multilevel B-spline Approximation package in R version 3.2.5 was used.

#### Networks and time series heatmaps {#S16}

All distance calculations were done using custom R scripts. Amino acid sequences of the different NS1 proteins were first aligned using the multiple sequence alignment (***msa***) R package ([@R4]) and ClustalW with a BloSum62 similarity matrix and standard parameters. Pairwise distances were then converted into a distance matrix for further processing and phenotypic data was log~2~ transformed. Organism-individual as well as combined datasets from the individual measurements were further processed. Data from single case/control measurements were converted into distances by Euclidian metric. Time series data was transformed into distances *d* using both Euclidian metric and Pearson's correlation derived distance *dρ* = (1 − *ρ*)/2. Genotypic and phenotypic distances were normalized to assure 0 ≤ *d* ≤ 1 and further combined by linear combination assuming identical weights ( *= 1*) for both genotypic and phenotypic contributions. Combined distances were then converted into similarities by *sim* = *d*~*max*~ − *d*. Differential distances between pairs of genotypes and phenotypes were calculated by using the Differential Gene Correlation Analysis (***DGCA***) R package ([@R25]). Normalized genotype and phenotype distances were calculated as previously described ([@R9]). Distances were first converted to similarities for further processing together with corresponding sample size information. Then, resulting matrices of scaled differences in distances were further clustered. Cluster analysis of correlation and distance data as well as results from differential distance analysis was performed by using a *Partitioning Around Medoids* ([@R34]). The number of clusters (*k*) was estimated by optimum average silhouette width using the *fpc* R package. Similarity graphs were visualized with CytoScape using a force directed layout with weights based on the similarity measure. Similarity clusters have been identified by hierarchical clustering based on the combined distance or by calculating the optimized community structure based on the weighted modularity from the corresponding weighted similarity graph. Outliers between virus duplicates were assessed by a hierarchical linear model using ***Limma*** ([@R17]) with time and replicate as two factors.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS {#S17}
---------------------------------------

### IAV infections {#S18}

A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare the differences between single-virus experiments, followed by Dunn's multiple comparisons post-test correction. Student's t test was used to analyze abundance profile changes between WT, *Stat1*^−*/*−^ and *Rag1*^−*/*−^ mice, followed by Welch's correction post-test. Two-way ANOVA was used to validate the reproducibility of two sets of viral libraries, followed by Bonferroni's multiple comparison post-test correction. The data were processed with Microsoft Excel and/or Apple Numbers, and plotted with GraphPad Prism 8.

### Networks and time series heatmaps {#S19}

Similarities between trajectories were assessed by Pearson's correlation together with raw and corrected *p-value*s. Significantly different distances were identified by *p-value*s after ***DGCA***. Significantly different strains that were identified between the duplicated barcode measurements (p \< 0.13) were considered outliers and excluded for further cluster analysis. Strains with a single barcode measurement were included on the analysis. All *p-value*s were corrected for multiple testing after Benjamini-Hochberg using a cutoff of 0.05 for significance.

### Phylogenetic analysis {#S20}

NS1 protein sequences were aligned using MUSCLE algorithm in MEGA7 ([@R20]). Neighbor Joining (NJ) clustering analysis was performed to create a phylogenetic tree with all NS1 sequences available in the databases and further map our NS1 sequences within the library. Bayesian evolutionary analysis (BEAST) was used to create a phylogenetic tree containing our final selection of NS1 sequences within the library. Phylogenetic trees were assembled with Geneious software (version 9.1.5). Further tree visualizations were performed using FigTree software.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY {#S21}
--------------------------

The datasets and code generated during this study are available at Mendeley Data (<https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/77x6pyfk79/1> and <https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/ryr859j6pr/1>).
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![Phylogenetic and Spatio-temporal Diversity of the NS1-Barcoded Viral Library\
Phylogenetic tree containing all available NS1 sequences, assembled by following the neighbor joining (NJ) method and using p distances. Selected NS1 sequences used in this study are depicted as colored arrows along the tree based on their host origin: human (red), avian (blue), swine (green), and other mammals (gray). The distance bar is shown below the tree. Strains are depicted as shown in [Table S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Asterisks denote isolates that were involved in cross-species transmissions following this order: Vietnam/1203/2004 (H5N1) and A/Shanghai/02/2013 (H7N9) viruses were included as avian origin (blue arrows), because they came from a zoonotic transmission from an avian host. Similarly, A/Elephant seal/California/2010 is red (human), because it was a reverse zoonotic transmission from humans.](nihms-1547119-f0002){#F1}

![Analysis of the Population Dynamics within the NS1-Barcoded Influenza Viral Library Reveals Over- and Underrepresented Subgroups upon Infection *In Vivo*, *In Vitro*, and *In Ovo*\
(A) Circular heatmap displaying the relative abundance of barcode reads for each recombinant virus within the library upon infection of 10-day-old embryonated chicken eggs, MDCK cells, or 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice. Samples were collected at 48 h post-infection (hpi), and after viral RNA extraction, they were further processed to quantify the total number of barcode reads. Averages of triplicates are listed in columns around the phylogenetic tree and expressed as the log~2~ fold induction over the relative proportion of barcode reads found in the initial viral mix (input). Red and green indicate high or low barcode reads versus input, respectively.\
(B--D) Multiple comparison between differences in amino acid sequence versus differences in fitness between all viruses within the library were analyzed in mouse lungs (B), in MDCK supernatants (C), and in allantoic fluid (D) at 48 hpi. Highly correlating viruses were grouped in clusters labeled in different colors for visualization purposes. Pairwise comparisons showing viruses with similar fitness profiles but with significant amino acid differences are depicted in red. \*p \< 0.05.](nihms-1547119-f0003){#F2}

![Viral Library Profile Dynamics Can Be Reproduced in Single-Virus Experiments in a A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 (H1N1) Background *In Vivo*\
(A) Three representative viruses showing different viral trends in the library were selected based on differences in barcode abundance.\
(B--D) Single-virus infections were conducted in triplicate using 10-day-old embryonated chicken eggs (B), MDCK cells (C), and 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice (D). Viral replication was quantified at different time points post-infection.\
(E) Body weight loss of infected mice was monitored daily.\
Error bars depict the SD. \*p \< 0.05.](nihms-1547119-f0004){#F3}

![NS1 Evolutionary Directions within the Viral Library Show Species-Dependent Profiles that Preferentially Overrepresent Specific NS1 Clades\
Amino acid differences across all NS1 sequences were integrated in a percentage identity matrix, and relative distances were plotted using x and y coordinates. Averages of triplicates expressed as the log~2~ fold induction over the initial relative proportion of barcode reads found in the initial viral mix (input) were plotted on the z axis. (A--F) Individual plots in mice (A and B), MDCK cells (C and D), and allantoic fluid (E and F) were generated. Viruses containing allele A (A, C, E) or allele B (B, D, F) NS1 were plotted separately in each case for visualization purposes.](nihms-1547119-f0005){#F4}

![NS1 Viral Library Fitness Profile Is Innate Immune Response Dependent\
Circular bar graph comparing results obtained from infected WT and *Stat1*^−/−^ mice at day 3 post-infection in triplicate and expressed as the relative barcode fold increase percentage over the input.](nihms-1547119-f0006){#F5}

![Time Course Analysis Revealed Correlating Clusters of Phylogenetically Related Viruses with Similar Trends *In Vivo*\
(A) WT mice were infected with the NS1 viral library, and barcode read profiles for each virus were analyzed at days 2--5 post-infection. Fitness trends over time were clustered by similarity. \*p \< 0.05.\
(B) Representative viruses exhibiting the highest barcode abundance followed different dynamics over time and can be mainly divided into two groups. For instance, allele B NS1 recombinant viruses showed high levels since early after infection (continuous lines), while others, such as A/Shanghai/02/2013 (H7N9) and its phylogenetically closest related A/Chicken/Rizhao/651/2013 (H9N2), gradually increased over time. Error bars depict SD of at least 6 replicates.](nihms-1547119-f0007){#F6}

###### 

List of NS1 Strains Included in the Viral Library

  Strain Name                                      Subtype   Species      Country          Accession No.   Allele
  ------------------------------------------------ --------- ------------ ---------------- --------------- --------
  A/Peru/PER271/2011                               H3N2      human        Peru             CY162412        A
  A/Singapore/H2011.447/2011                       H3N2      human        Singapore        KF014773        A
  A/Canterbury/204/2005                            H3N2      human        New Zealand      CY008376        A
  A/Scotland/72/2003                               H3N2      human        United Kingdom   CY088106        A
  A/Finland/170/2003                               H3N2      human        Finland          CY114353        A
  A/Canterbury/01/2002                             H3N2      human        New Zealand      CY007591        A
  A/South Australia/62/2000                        H3N2      human        Australia        CY016719        A
  A/Auckland/599/2000                              H3N2      human        New Zealand      CY023038        A
  A/Finland/381/1995                               H3N2      human        Finland          CY114185        A
  A/Umea/2000/1992                                 H3N2      human        Sweden           CY113945        A
  A/Geneva/5366/1991                               H3N2      human        Switzerland      CY113569        A
  A/Stockholm/10/1985                              H3N2      human        Sweden           CY113345        A
  A/Rotterdam/577/1980                             H3N2      human        Netherlands      CY112357        A
  A/Bilthoven/334/1975                             H3N2      human        Netherlands      CY113153        A
  A/Hong Kong/49/1974                              H3N2      human        Hong Kong        CY006911        A
  A/Udorn/1972                                     H3N2      human        Russia           CY009640        A
  A/Beijing/1/1968                                 H3N2      human        China            CY008160        A
  A/Cottbus/1/1964                                 H2N2      human        Germany          CY032265        A
  A/Boston/6/2009                                  H1N1      human        USA              CY089039        A
  A/Memphis/19/1983                                H1N1      human        USA              CY012444        A
  A/Albany/20/1978                                 H1N1      human        USA              CY021801        A
  A/Malaysia/54                                    H1N1      human        Malaysia         CY009344        A
  A/Puerto Rico/8/1934                             H1N1      human        Puerto Rico      CY148247        A
  A/Anhui/2/2005                                   H5N1      human        China            CY098581        A
  A/Duck/Guangdong/23/2004                         H5N1      bird         China            HM172300        A
  A/Thailand/676/2005                              H5N1      human        Thailand         DQ360842        A
  A/Vietnam/1203/2004                              H5N1      human        Vietnam          EF541456        A
  A/Chicken/Moscow/2/2007                          H5N1      bird         Russia           EF474446        A
  A/Cygnus olor/Croatia/1/2005                     H5N1      bird         Croatia          CY016823        A
  A/Duck/Fujian/7844/2007                          H6N6      bird         China            CY110576        A
  A/Broiler duck/Korea/H32/2014                    H5N8      bird         South Korea      KJ508920        A
  A/Mallard/Republic of Georgia/12/2011            H10N4     bird         Georgia          CY185509        A
  A/Blue-winged teal/Guatemala/CIP049-14/2010      H8N4      bird         Guatemala        CY096692        A
  A/Shorebird/Delaware Bay/107/2009                H10N7     bird         USA              CY137774        A
  A/Shanghai/02/2013                               H7N9      human        China            KF021601        A
  A/Chicken/Rizhao/651/2013                        H9N2      bird         China            KF260213        A
  A/Hong Kong/97/98                                H5N1      human        Hong Kong        AF256188        A
  A/Camel/Mongolia/335/2012                        H3N8      camel        Mongolia         CY164124        A
  A/Equine/Xinjiang/2/2007                         H3N8      horse        China            EU794555        A
  A/Canine/Colorado/30604/2006                     H3N8      dog          USA              CY067386        A
  A/Equine/Berlin/1/1989                           H3N8      horse        Germany          CY032417        A
  A/Equine/Uruguay/1063/1976                       H7N7      horse        Uruguay          CY036891        A
  A/Athens/INS419/2010                             H1N1      human        Greece           CY071307        A
  A/Elephant seal/California/1/2010                H1N1      sea mammal   USA              JX865426        A
  A/Alaska/01/2010                                 H1N1      human        USA              KC781390        A
  A/Akita/1/2009                                   H1N1      human        Japan            GQ365414        A
  A/California/07/2009                             H1N1      human        USA              FJ969538        A
  A/Swine/Manitoba/01643/2007                      H3N2      pig          Canada           CY158669        A
  A/Mallard/Netherlands/1/2010                     H2N3      bird         Netherlands      CY122312        B
  A/Duck/Tasmania/277/2007                         H7N2      bird         Australia        CY033165        B
  A/Mallard/Sweden/79367/2008                      H4N6      bird         Sweden           CY165389        B
  A/Duck/Yangzhou/02/2005                          H8N4      bird         China            EF061119        B
  A/American black duck/New Brunswick/00477/2010   H10N6     bird         Canada           CY138937        B
  A/Mallard/California/1154/2010                   H4N6      bird         USA              CY125954        B
  A/Mallard/Nova Scotia/00088/2010                 H1N1      bird         Canada           CY138564        B
  A/Green-winged teal/Alberta/228/1985             H7N3      bird         Canada           CY185733        B
  A/Duck/New York/21211-6/2005                     H7N2      bird         USA              CY022849        B

Information regarding the subtype, host, country of origin, NCBI accession number, and allele group is specified for each protein. NS1 strains are listed based on their phylogenetic relationship (see [Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

###### 

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  REAGENT or RESOURCE                                           SOURCE                     IDENTIFIER
  ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Bacterial and Virus Strains                                                              

                                                                                           

  Influenza A virus (A/Puerto Rico/8/34/Mount Sinai(H1N1))      This manuscript            NCBI: txid183764

  Influenza A virus (A/Vietnam/1203/2004(H5N1))                 This manuscript            NCBI: txid284218

                                                                                           

  Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins                                            

                                                                                           

  Lipofectamine 2000                                            Thermo Fisher Scientific   Cat \#: 11668-019

  Purified Agar                                                 Oxoid                      Cat \#: LP0028

  SuperScript III One-Step RT-PCR System                        Thermo Fisher Scientific   Cat \#: 12574018

  Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase                         Thermo Fisher Scientific   Cat \#: 18080044

  Trypsin from bovine pancreas, TPCK-treated                    SIGMA-ALDRICH              Cat \#: T1426-500MG

                                                                                           

  Critical Commercial Assays                                                               

                                                                                           

  E.Z.N.A Gel Extraction Kit (V-spin)                           Omega Bio-Tek              Cat \#: D2500-01

  KAPA Library Quantification Kit - Illumina GA                 Roche                      Cat \#: KK4824

  MiSeq Reagent Kit v3                                          Illumina                   Cat \#: MS-102-3001

  QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (250)                               QIAGEN                     Cat \#: 52906

  TruSeq DNA Library Preparation Kit v2, Set A                  Illumina                   Cat \#: RS-122-2001

  TruSeq RNA Sample Prep Kit v2 -Set B                          Illumina                   Cat \#: RS-122-2002

                                                                                           

  Deposited Data                                                                           

                                                                                           

  Illumina deep-sequencing raw data                             This manuscript            <https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/77x6pyfk79/1>\
                                                                                           <https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/ryr859j6pr/1>

                                                                                           

  Experimental Models: Cell Lines                                                          

                                                                                           

  Dog: MDCK cells                                               ATCC                       Cat \#: CCL-34; RRID: CVCL_0422

  Human: 293T cells                                             ATCC                       Cat \#: CRL-3216; RRID: CVCL_0063

  Human: A549 cells                                             ATCC                       Cat \#: CCL-185; RRID: CVCL_0023

                                                                                           

  Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains                                                   

                                                                                           

  Mouse: B6.129S7-Rag1tm1Mom/J                                  Jackson Laboratories       Cat \#: 002216; RRID: IMSR_JAX:002216

  Mouse: C57BL/6J                                               Jackson Laboratories       Cat \#: 000664; RRID: IMSR_JAX:000664

  Mouse: 129S6/SvEv-Stat1tm1Rds                                 Taconic                    Cat \#: 2045-F; RRID: IMSR_TAC:2045

  Mouse: 129S6/SvEvTac                                          Taconic                    Cat \#: 129SVE-F; RRID: IMSR_TAC:129sve

  Chicken: Specific Pathogen Free Fertile Eggs                  Charles River              Cat \#: 10100329

                                                                                           

  Oligonucleotides                                                                         

                                                                                           

  Barcodes used in the viral library                            This manuscript            See [Table S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}

  Primers used in the Illumina deep-sequencing analysis         This manuscript            See [Table S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}

                                                                                           

  Recombinant DNA                                                                          

                                                                                           

  NS1 sequences used in the library                             This manuscript            See [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}

                                                                                           

  Software and Algorithms                                                                  

                                                                                           

  Barcode Generator 2.8                                         The Comai Lab              <http://comailab.genomecenter.ucdavis.edu/index.php/Barcode_generator>

  Circos 0.69-4                                                 [@R19]                     <http://circos.ca/software/download/circos/>

  FigTree 1.4.4                                                 The Rambaut Lab            <http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/>

  Geneious 9.1.5                                                Geneious                   <https://www.geneious.com/>

  Illumina Basespace                                            Illumina                   <https://login.illumina.com/platform-services-manager/?rURL=https://basespace.illumina.com&clientId=basespace&clientVars=aHR0cHM6Ly9iYXNlc3BhY2UuaWxsdW1pbmEuY29tL2Rhc2hib2FyZA&redirectMethod=GET#/>

  MATLAB 9.7                                                    MathWorks                  <https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html>

  MEGA7                                                         [@R20]                     <https://www.megasoftware.net/>

  MeV                                                           GitHub                     <https://sourceforge.net/projects/mev-tm4/>

  Prism 8.2.1                                                   Graphpad                   [https://www.graphpad.com](https://www.graphpad.com/)

  RStudio 1.2.5001                                              Rstudio, Inc.              [https://rstudio.com](https://rstudio.com/)

                                                                                           

  Other                                                                                    

                                                                                           

  Customs R scripts to analyze specific datasets of this work   This manuscript            <https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/ryr859j6pr/1>

  R package cluster                                             CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/cluster/>

  R package DGCA                                                CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/DGCA/>

  R package fpc                                                 CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/fpc/>

  R package ggplot2                                             CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/>

  R package gplots                                              CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gplots/>

  R package igraph                                              CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/igraph/>

  R package limma                                               CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/src/contrib/Archive/limma/>

  R package MBA                                                 CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/MBA/>

  R package msa                                                 BIOINF                     <http://www.bioinf.jku.at/software/msa/>

  R package RColorBrewer                                        CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RColorBrewer/>

  R package rgl                                                 CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rgl/>

  R package seqinr                                              CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/seqinr/>

  R package sna                                                 CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/sna/>

  R package splines                                             CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/src/contrib/Archive/splines/>

  R package xlsx                                                CRAN                       <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/xlsx/>
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### Highlights

-   Influenza A NS1-mediated host tropism is versatile and constantly evolving

-   Phylogenetically related NS1 can display divergent phenotypic profiles

-   Avian-origin allele B NS1 efficiently replicates in a range of hosts

-   The library allows the study of NS1 fitness contribution within a viral population
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